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“All I want to do at 
the end of the day 
is curl up in bed 
and enjoy a good 

brief ”



The reader is 
an impatient 
bird, perched 
on the thin 
edge of 
distraction or 
sleep.

-On Writing Well
William Zinsser



Courts are busy

• 3,450 new writs

• 1,043 new PDRs

• 618 new original 
proceedings

• 3,631 new criminal 
cases

• 5,074 new civil

In FY2020* there were ….
Courts of Appeals

*Source: Office of Court Administration, FY20 Annual Statistical Report

http://chrome-extension:/efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/viewer.html?pdfurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.txcourts.gov%2Fmedia%2F1451853%2Ffy-20-annual-statistical-report_final_mar10_2021.pdf&clen=4232935&chunk=true


Courts are busy

• 3,631 new criminal 
cases

• 5,074 new civil

Courts of Appeals

8500  Total cases
-1000 dismiss’d  (12% rate)
7500  briefed cases

x 1 hr reading (each 
advocate uses ½ 
limit = 15,000 
words @ 250/min)

7500 hrs/year

312 days 



Using Visuals



Courts Leading by Example

Photos Charts
Videos



Milton v. 
State



Photos and Screenshots in Briefs



Beham, PD-0638-17

When the 
photo is 
what’s at 

issue
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Transports you
to the scene

Consensual Encounter
or

Investigative 
Detention

Monjaras v. State, PD-0682-21



Harbin, PD-0059-20

Showing the historical development of a statute



Text Messages

Ukawuachu, PD-0366-17



Charts in Briefs



Complex Indictments



Complex Transactions



COMPARE OR
CONTRAST

Testimony

Statute/Charge

Elements



Speedy Trial Claims



Distilling
Comprehensive 
Data

7/29/20XX
Dulin, PD-0856-19



Use PowerPoint to Create 
Charts and Graphs

7/29/20XX



"All right stop
Collaborate and 

listen"

Warnings



An e-filed document 
may not contain 
embedded multi-media 
video, audio, or 
programming

• Rule 2.2(4), Statewide Electronic 
Filing in Criminal Cases

• Rule 3.1D., Technology Standards



Avoid Ethical 
Concerns

Tex. R. Prof. Responsibility 3.03(a) A lawyer shall 
not knowingly: (1) make a false statement of 

material fact or law to a tribunal.

Tex. Rule App. P. 9.4(i): Document Length Limits

Tex. R. App. P. 9.10: Privacy Protection for 
Documents in Criminal Cases

• Cropping
• Size alterations
• Omitting text
• Avoid word count
• Private Information
• Obscene, offensive, 

or pornographic even 
if in record



Treat Photos & Videos 
Like Anything Else

...Think about them  
Critically

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because photos and videos offer a layer of objectivity that witnesses don't have ("the camera doesn't lie"), we sometimes equate them with truth. That's why they can be a powerful tool in persuasive brief writing, but there's also a danger that they will play an outsized or misleading role. We tend to be surface-level consumers of images. It's not part of our legal training. Also, we wrongly think others will perceive and interpret them just as we do. The reality is that gleaning meaning from photos and videos involves interpretation whether we acknowledge it or not. There is often hidden advocacy in the use of images—even a chart accentuates similiarities, which you can sometimes effectively refute with your own chart of the differences. A good briefwriter will analyze these visuals in the same critical way we do the text of a statute or our opponent's legal argument. 



Hyperlinks and 
Appendices



Hyperlinking Cases

• Technology Standards:

“e-filed documents may not 
contain…feature restrictions 
including password protection”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not every usage of case



Other Uses for Hyperlinks

• Legislative History

• Internal Links to Appendices
How To Video

Alt and 
Left 

Arrow

Back Button
-----

For the Reader

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6ZA0fCpIkc


• Unpublished cases

• Out-of-state statutes

• Statute at issue

• Indictment

• Jury Charge

• Judgment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lengthy jury charges (give thought) 



Making Strategic Choices



Facts

Facts Law

Facts 
Relevant 

to
Point of 

Law

Where to begin . . .



Draft Facts First

Avoid wasted 
time by knowing 

what you're 
dealing with

Avoid relying on 
faulty memory

Avoid relying on 
opposing party's 

or court's 
rendition



Myth Busting
About Facts

• Fact section is not a replacement 
for the appellate court's review of 
the record

• You can reference facts in your 
analysis that were not previously 
mentioned in your fact section

• You don't need an elaborate fact 
section for a purely procedural 
issue



• Avoid irrelevant facts
• Names & dates suggest 

importance
• Eliminate redundant facts

Relevance

• Advocacy without argument (Tex. 
R. App. P. 38.1(g))

Ethics

Fact
Considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adverse Facts—sometimes there is grey area (not really relevant)



Statement of Facts

Summary of the 
Argument

Argument

Where to 
brief
issue-

specific
facts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Things to consider with briefing all in statement of facts:    -details of offense and procedural facts get lost in lengthy recitation (reader doesn't yet know what's important to remember)   -facts can get too far removed from later issues    -for on screen reading, don't want to require flipping back and forth



Statutory 
Construction

Plain Text, Extra-Textual, or Both?

Be prepared for both.
Texas Legislature Online: https://capitol.texas.gov/

Texas State Library and Archives Commission: https://www.tsl.texas.gov/ldn
Texas State Law Library: https://www.sll.texas.gov/

Texas Legislative Reference Library: https://lrl.texas.gov/index.cfm?nomobile=true



Statutory 
Construction is 

Often About 
More than 
Your Case

Are other statutes worded similarly and 
thus will be impacted by your case?

How does the scheme of other codes 
impact your case?

If your argument prevails, will the rule be 
tenable when applied to future cases?

How would your construction be applied 
with other subsections in a statute?



Sufficiency

• Begin with concise 
statement why you win

• Tailor boilerplate SOR

• Trim quotes to their 
essence

• Know the significance of 
facts & explain it

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Draw the conclusion



Be Strategic
... about 

What You 
Argue

Nonstarters

• The child was not credible

• Implausible that child was abused 
while others were home

• Hooper block quotes. Enough said.

7/29/20XX

Consider instead

• Statutory construction—State 
failed to prove element b/c wasn't 
even trying

• Matter of law

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain why not credible—bias or conflict. Easy for me to say (as prosecutor, mostly responding to what you all come up with), but being on Pattern Jury Charge Committee really opened up number of unanswered questions in how our statutes are interpreted, especially when it comes to cms. Nicholson v. State is good example of case where defense looked critically at the statute and made strong argument that State failed to meet its burden b/c it had wrongly interpreted the statute. 



Be Strategic
... about 
How You 

Argue

Irrational verdict
• Contravenes human experience

• Conflicts with physical evidence

• Imagination not inference

Melgar, 
PD-0243-20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Specific Melgar facts (how you go further)… wife is tried for murdering her husband. Case is about whether she was a surviving victim of the real killer or killed him and staged her own restraint behind a door with a chair fitted under the doornob. Defense identifies 



Strategy for the 
Argument Section

• Stacks of Cases Don’t 
Impress

• String Cite Sparingly

• Consider what each case 
means to your argument 
before you brief it

• Front-load & Sign-post

Presenter
Presentation Notes
135 word sentence: (Remember: Reader: perched on thin edge of distraction or sleep.) However, at the trial of this case the State advanced multiple theories for which a reasonable officer in this officer’s shoes could have initiated a traffic stop: that he reasonably believed the vehicle was not displaying a rear license plate, that he reasonably believed any license plate displayed was not properly illuminated to be clearly legible at a distance of 50 feet, that even if the officer’s belief that the vehicle was not displaying a rear license plate was unreasonable the letters and numbers on the license plate were altered or obscured by some other material, and finally that even if the officer’s belief that the vehicle was not displaying a rear license plate was unreasonable the license plate in question displayed on its face it’s expiration more than seven months prior to the stop. 
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Not every case can (or should) be harmonized

You must disclose controlling adverse authority, 
but…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Draw the conclusion



Keep it to the Record



"Swell Stuff" Prohibited

Hernandez v. State, 116 S.W.3d 26 (Tex. Crim. App. 2003)

• Actual scientific evidence 
not subject to judicial 
notice

• Facts or materials not in 
the appellate record

• Forensic Science 
Commission report (Tex. 
Code Crim. Proc. art. 
38.01 Sec. 11)



Facts

Argument

Summary of the 
Argument

Issues

Opening

Reducing the Points of Your Case 
for More Efficient Briefing

Start

Finish



Using Headings Persuasively 
with the Table of Contents in Mind



Framing the Issue



"The task of a writer is not to solve the 
problem but to correctly pose the 
question." 

--Anton Chekhov



The court of appeals misapplied the standard for 
reviewing relevance determinations where its 
analysis for determining whether the trial court 
abused its discretion in excluding relevant 
evidence looked to whether, based on the trial 
court's personal evaluation of competing or 
available inferences, it is reasonable to reject the 
State's proffered inferences, when the proper 
standard looks to whether an appellate court 
can state with confidence that by no reasonable 
perception of common experience could it be 
determined that the proffered inference is one 
that is reasonably available from the evidence.

Overloaded 
Issue

Statement

(in a PDR the CCA 
granted)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rewrite. 



In affirming the trial court's decision to exclude 
evidence as irrelevant, did the court of appeals 
wrongly disregard the State's relevance theory 
because the trial court did not believe it, even 
though a rational factfinder could have?

Rewrite

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rewrite. 



Think 
280



Has a woman sustained 
"serious bodily injury" 
when she is shot 
through her breast and 
her thigh?

“Whether the Fourteenth Court of 
Appeals improperly acted as a 
‘thirteenth juror’ by re-evaluating 
the weight and credibility of the 
evidence showing that the 
complainant’s gunshot wounds 
constituted serious bodily injury?”



Revising your issue statement

Will discovery of an arrest 
warrant necessarily 
render an attempted 
seizure on the warrant 
"lawful" (despite an 
earlier illegality) for 
purposes of evading 
arrest?

Day, 614 SW3d 121



Revising: What to Look For

• Too specific facts

• Irrelevant law

• Repetitive & 
implied concepts

• Wordiness



"Deep Issue"

1) Major Premise—

2) Minor Premise—

3) Question

Principle of Law

Facts of the Case

(conclusion)



Major—An officer must have reasonable suspicion 
that crime is afoot to stop a motorist.

7/29/20XX

Minor —Defendant was merely grinning at 
others in two parking lots.

Question—Could the officer legally stop the Defendant?

Derichsweiler --Defense Framing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lesser-known exceptions (incorporate)



Major—Reasonable suspicion requires no completed 
crime; imminency of crime is enough.

7/29/20XX

Minor —Defendant circled the parking lot to 
repeatedly block in and suss out drive-thru 
patrons in multiple locations.

Question—Was the stop justified by the officer’s reasonable 
belief that some crime was imminent?

--State’s Framing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lesser-known exceptions (incorporate)



Introducing evidence at trial is often deemed 
to "open the door" to the admission of 
responsive evidence that would otherwise be 
barred by the rules of evidence.

QUESTION PRESENTED: Does a criminal 
defendant who opens the door to responsive 
evidence forfeit his right to exclude evidence 
otherwise barred by the Confrontation Clause?

Jeffrey Fisher, Hemphill v. NY



Is Your Issue “Deep” Enough?

Major Premise / Controlling Principle?

7/29/20XX

Question—Are anticipatory search warrants 
prohibited under Texas law?     

Parker, PD-0388-21



This Court has construed Art. 
18.01(b)'s "probable cause...for [a 
warrant's] issuance" language 
to require that the object be at the 
search location "at the time of its 
issuance." It’s the basis for staleness.

Anticipatory search warrants cannot 
satisfy this requirement.

Ergo, they are illegal.

Parts of the Texas warrant statute 
expressly require probable cause 
that the items sought "are" (rather 
than "will be") at the place to be 
searched. But not the part that 
applies to warrants for contraband. 

This anticipatory search warrant 
was for contraband.

It is thus permissible.

STATE DEFENSE



Use
Deep Issue as an

Executive Summary

Opening 
Paragraph in 

Beginning 
of Brief

Opening 
Paragraph to 

Start Each Issue



Breaking the Mold

Things to Help you Grow



Mistakes are Universal

Let go of a bad 
argument.

If you realize you 
made one, fess 

up and correct it 
if possible.

Learn from your 
analytical 
mistakes.

Be professional 
when others 
make them.



Be 
Curious

• Embrace possibilities outside of your 
initial impressions.

• Test your hypotheses and take the side 
trails; see them through to the end.

• Consider including it to let the court 
know you thought about it and why 
you discounted it.



Criticism improves your 
skills and work-product

Gladys could be characterized as a hostile State’s 
witness. The State does not rely on Gladys’ initial 
direct testimony elicited by the State about Chance 
lying and being coached as a basis for Hicks’ rebuttal 
testimony. 3 RR 121. The defense elicited its own 
credibility testimony because it helped its 
case. Appellant cannot now complain about the 
defense-elicited admission being a predicate because 
he brought it out on cross-examination for his benefit, 
and it was not necessary responsive evidence or 
offered to rebut to the State’s initial evidence. Cf. 
Prystash v. State, 3 S.W.3d 522, 531 (Tex. Crim. App. 
1999) (a party can be estopped from complaining 
about unauthorized jury-charge submission that he 
procured); Hammons v. State, 239 S.W.3d 798, 806 
(Tex. Crim. App. 2007) (“the fact that the State might 
‘bring out its own uglies’ on direct examination in 
anticipation of an attack on a witness’s credibility 
does not preclude the introduction of a witness’s prior 
consistent statement as rebuttal evidence after a 
witness has, in fact, been impeached on cross-
examination with an express or implied accusation of 
recent fabrication.”); Daggett v. State, 187 S.W.3d 444, 
454 (Tex. Crim. App. 2005) (“if extraneous offense 
evidence is improperly introduced during the State’s 
case-in-chief, any error may be cured by the 
defendant’s subsequent testimony which ‘opens the 
door’ to rebuttal.”).



Make Up 
Words

• Create shorthand for repetitive, 
wordy phrases:

The issue here is whether the defendant 
was entitled to an instruction on self-
defense.

The issue here is entitlement.

• Coin a phrase for a doctrine



Freedom from Citations

• Don't hold back just because it hasn't 
been said before.

• Show your thought process.

• But don't displace research, if 
possible.
• Find analogous principles.



Think in Terms of 
Systems and 
Consequences



Do county courts have 
concurrent jurisdiction 
with district courts over 

official misconduct 
cases?

Will litigants appear 
before a non-lawyer 

statutory county 
court judge?

Will the number of 
jurors differ?

Will the practice and 
procedures differ?

Will admonishments 
for a guilty or nolo 

plea differ?

Does the type of 
prosecutor matter?

Will the ability to 
remove an officer be 

restricted when a 
case is tried in 
county court?

Roland , PD-0035-21



Gaming 
Out
Statutory
Sections 
Affected

Prichard, PD-0712-16



Legal it Up

Standard of 
review

Revisiting 
point of 
origin

Undermined 
by newer law

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What to do when the law is against you.  Thinking ahead. 



It's difficult to know what 
you don't know. Be patient and 

humble; know that 
it takes time and 
effort for these 
skills to develop.

And ask for help 
when you need it.



Breaking the 
Mold

Things to Remember



Challenge your assumptions, 
and question everything.



Preservation

Don't get lost in the merits.



Don't underestimate specificity requirements



Category of 
Right at Issue

Systemic

Waivable Only

Forfeitable
Marin v. State,

851 S.W.2d 275 (1993)



Oral Argument

• Don't split it

• Don't rebuff questions 
for later

• Oral Argument Bench 
Exhibits?



Closing Wisdom:

Trust Your Own 
Voice 
and 

Individuality

7/29/20XX
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